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Abstract
We examine the problem of type evolution in an objectoriented database environment. Type definitions are
persistent objects in the database and as such may be
modified and shared. The effeets of changing a type
extend to objects of the type and to programs t h a t use
objeets of the type. We propese a solution to the problem through an extension of the semantic d a t a model.
A ehange in the interfaee defined by a type may result
in errors when programs use new or old objects of the
type. Through the use of an abstraction of the type
over time, timestamping and error handling mechanisms
provide support for the type designer in creating compatible versions of the type. The mechanisms are incorporated Into the behavior defined by the type and are
inherited via the type-lattice.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The integration of database and programming
languages into a single programming system has received
increased attention [Bu~ CM, PSA, ZW]. The appeal of
such an approach is due in large part to the overlap in
ideas and issues. Of direct relevance to our research are
several object-oriented programming languages based on
types which may change during the execution of a program [BS, FI]. The issue of change, though, Is more
complex in object-oriented databases for several reasons.
Objects in a database are shared and are persistent.
For example, several authors may share a document
during its preparation over several months.
In a design environment type definitions often
change. The evolution of types is nece~ary in order to
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accurately model our current view of the behavior of a
group of objects. However, changes in a type can cause
problem~ when Incompatible versions of the type result.
F o r example, existing application programs which manipulate objects of the type may fail when executed on
newly created instances. Moreover, programs written
for new instances may fail on instances of the type
created before the change.
Methods such as versions have been proposed for
managing change [ABBHS, KL, L D E G P W W W I. However, we sought a solution in which chan£-.s in a type
are hidden such that objects of the type created before
and after the change may be used interchangeably by
programs.
The solution to the problem is type and change
specific. Consequently, we provide a structure and
method to accommodate a type designer in creating
compatible versions of a type. There are cases for which
compatibility cannot be maintained; however, for those
cases in which a solution exists, our method facilitates
Its incorporation Into the type structure as an extension
of the d a t a model.
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2. T h e S y s t e m
Our approach will be described in terms of tile
ENCORE database management system (DBMS). Tile
system embodies a high-level semantic data model in the
direction of [Ch, Co, GAL, HM, MBW, SS, Zd]. A brief
summary of its most relevant features is presented In
order to explain the basic system types and the model of
inheritance.
2.1. O b j e c t s a n d T y p e s
An object is a data abstraction with an internal
representation known only to the type of which the
object is an instance, and an interface consisting of a set
of properties, operations, and constraints. The type of
an object is itself ~ database object of type Type that
carries the definitions of its instances' properties and
operations. Types serve as templates for the form and
function of their instances.
The set of instances of a particular type forms a
class (i.e. the type's class). The term, class, is borrowed
from high-level data models such as SDM ~
and
should not be confused with its use in Smalltalk [GR].
The class is represented as an object of type Class, and
is implicitly created when the type is defined. As
instances of the type are created, they arc added to the
type's class. Classes may also be explicitly created (c/.
section 2.3). Throughout the paper we have used the
following convention for designating objects. A type
definition object is named Tllpename. An instance of
the type is referred to as a tllpename object or a
tllpename. Finally, the type's class is named TIIpenamu.
Other classes are named similarly as plural, proper
nouns.
Types, like other objects, have an interface consisting of properties and operations. The operations defined
on types are distinguished by the inclusion of the create
operation; types alone are instantlable objects. The The
~mpertypee and subtypes properties of types ape the
means by which multiple inheritance is defined.
In the system's model of inheritance, every instance
of the type is also an instance of and inherits the properties and operations defined by each supertype, t The
inheritance scheme defined on a group of types is
represented as a lattice with arcs that correspond to the
zntpcrtypes and subtgpes properties of the types; the lattice is rooted at type Entity and is called a type.lattice
(Fig.l). Alternatively, the scheme is represented using
the classes defined by the types. The class of a type is

tNotiee that although an object may be an instance of multiple
types, we will often use the phrase "type of an object" to refer to
the object's lowest level type.
~Vben n property or operation originally defined by s supertype has been refined by a type, the system uses the refinement for
objects of the type and its subtypes rather than the original
definition.
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F i g u r e 1. A type-lattlce representing the npertllpu
and ~btypee properties of several types.
subsumed by those of its supertypes (Fig. 2).
As a result, the behavior defined by a type may
only represent a speeiul~ation or a re~nement of that
defined by Its supertypes. Every property or operation
defined by a type represents either an addition to those
defined by supertypes (i.e. specialization) or a

[RUUw

F i g u r e 2. A Venn diagram illustrates that the elnss o f
each type is contained by those of its supertypes.

redefinition by way of refinement thereof, z In no ease
may a type nullify or enrich the properties and operatlons defined by any of its supertypes; a contradiction to
the supertype's class containing the type's class would
result.
2.2. P r o p e r t i e s a n d O p e r a t i o n The properties and operations of an object are also
database objects that are instances of property and
operation types. Property and operation types are subtypes and refinements of Property and Operat|on. Thus,
the domain of values defined by a property type for its
instances Is contained by those defined by its supertypes.
Similarly, the domains of both input and output parameters defined by an operation type are respectively contained by those defined by each supertype; the number
of parameters in each case are equal.
Therefore, a type definition declares the properties
and operations of its instances as objects which are
members of a particular class. The class may be the set
of all instances of the prOperty or operation type, or it
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may be a subset thereof. If a type refines a property or
operation originally defined by a supertype, the ela.~s
containing the refined property or operation is a subclass
of that containing the original. Furthermore, the type of
the refined property or operation is either the same as
that of the original or is a subtype of it. For example,
in Figure 3 the type Chevy refines the color property originally defined by its supertype Car. Consequently,
chevy objects have an object from the class Chevycolors
for their color property rather than an object from the
class Colors. Chevyeolors is a subclass of Colors, and
Chevycolor is a subtype of Color.

/ CAe~weotog.(o)

:

fProps,(Pt)
/op,,(~,)
/c.0,.(o)

A
A
A

Classes a n d C o n s t r a i n t s

A class object represents a set of objects. With
each class object we associate a predicate that describes
the class' members. The predicate or function ( f ) is a
Boolean combination of basis predicates, takes an object
(0) as an argument, and returns true if the object
qualifies for membership in the class (Classname) or
false if not. That is,

~tree if o E Classnamc
f c ~ * m e ( ° ) -- t/also otherwise.
The Boolean connectives used in the function are A
(AND), V (OR), and ~ (N07~, and each basis predicate
is of one of the following three forms:
<object value> <op> <constant>
<object value> <op> <object value>
<object value> <op> <object value> -4- <constant>
where op is in the set {--, ~t, < , > , __<,~}.
Using the predicates associated with two classes, we
may compute whether one is subsumed by the other.
The class Chevycolors is subsumed by Colors, for example, /ff all ehevycolor objects are also color objects, or
the following function, g, is unsatisfiable:
g(o) : /ch,,,w**t,.(o) A -'lCo,o.(O)
The satisfiability problem in the predicate calculus is in
general unsolvable [LP]. However, when the basis predicates are defined as above for a fixed number of properties, satisfiabillty may be decided by a polynomial time
algorithm [HR]. Thus, the system is able to prevent the
definition of any type that violates the model of inheritance.
When a type is defined, the system constructs a
function describing the type's class and a separate function for each of its immediate supertypes and subtypes;
it then tests the type's class for containment by its
superclasses and of its subclasses. Each function is a
conjunction of the constraints defined on instances by a
type and its supertypes. Constraints in a type definition
are manifest as the implicitly or explicitly defined classes
that are declared for the properties and operations and
as interproperty constraints. Thus, the following function describes the set of valid instances of a new type

A
A
A

fProp,,(Pj)
/op,,.(~bk)

A
A

/c.,t,(o)..

where Pi is a property object of o and a member of the
class Propsi and ~bi is an operation object of o and a
member of the class Opsi. If Chevycolor obeys the
system's inheritance model, its definition is allowed.
Henceforth, the function associated with the type's class
is simply

lc,.,.,o.(O) :
2.3.

"'"
"'"
...

{type(o) -

Ch~colo~},

where type(o) is an operation defined by type Entity
which maps an object o to its associated type object.
Besides implicit definition with a type, classes are
defined explicitly when a function is provided that
describes the class' members. Explicitly defined classes
generally contain objects of different types or a subset of
the objects of a particular type. For example, we may
chose to define the class Chevyeolors with the function

/cA.,.~..,(o)

{type(o)

--

:
Color A (value(a) =, blue V value(o) .. red)},

where value(o) is an operation defined by type Property
that maps a property object to its associated value
object. Interproperty constraints are expressed in type
definitions with similar functions. Figure 4, for example,
shows an equality constraint on the color and earpeteolor
of
chevy
objects
as
{chevy.color- chevy.carpetcolor}, where the notation
¢.p stands for the value object of property object p of
object o and may be alternatively written as value(p(o)).
3. T h e P r o b l e m
in this paper we explore the problem of changing
type definitions in an environment of persistent objects.
The effect of changing a type extends beyond the type
object itself. We examine the problem by first
enumerating the kinds of chan~e that may occur in a
type and then describing the effects on other 'objects in
the database.
3.1. C h a n g e • in a T y p e
The kinds of change which may occur in a typelattice may be enumerated as follows:
•

add or delete a type

•
•

move a type to a new position in the type-lattice
modify a type
add or delete properties, operations, or
constraints defined by a type
modify properties, operations, or constraints defined by a type
(i.e. modify the function associated with
the property, operation, or constraint)

Chcvycolor :
3.2.

Effect on Instances

A change in a type definition may affect instances
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of the type t h a t exist in the database since they're
defined by the type. In addition, instances of the type's
subtypes may also be affected because of Inheritance;
instances of subtypes are also instances of the type.
There are several type definition changes in which
extant instances are rendered illegal representations of
the type. Information stored in the instances may be
missing, garbled, or undefined according to the current
type definition. For example, if the implementation
defined by the type is changed by rearranging properties, objects created before the change will be unintelligible. If |nterproperty constraints are changed, objects
in the database may contain illegal values. Moving a
type to a different position in the type-lattice has the
same effect as removing some properties (i.e. those of its
former supertypes) while adding others (i.e. those of its
new supertypes).
3.3. E f f e c t o n U s e r s o f I n s t a n c e s
A change in a type definition may affect programs
t h a t use objects of the type. Moreover, programs t h a t
use objects of its supertypes may also be affected since
an object of a type may be used in the same context as
t h a t of its supertype; an object possesses the properties
and operations of its supertypes.
A program manipulates an object via its interface,
suppling and receiving values according to constraints
defined by the objeet's type. When the interface defined
by the type is changed, errors may occur when a program uses the object. Specifically, a program may fail if
a property or operation is no longer defined or if a value
is outside the constraints defined by the type or
expected by the program.
3.3.1. P r o p e r t y o r O p e r a t i o n n o t D e f i n e d
Types may be changed by the addition or deletion
of properties and operations. In the case of addition,
programs written according to the new "interface may
not work on objects of the type created before the
change; the old objects are missing information. Conversely, if properties and operations are deleted, programs written according to the old interface may not
work on objects created after the change. For example,
if a mileage property, epa-mpg, is added to the type
Car, programs which use the e p a - m p g value of ear
objects will fail on objects created before the addition of
the property (Fig. 5).
A similar situation arises when a type is moved to a
new position in the type lattice. Properties and operations formerly inherited from supertypes are replaced by
those inherited from new supertypes. In addition, name
conflicts may occur between the properties and operatlons provided by the old versus the new supertypes.
3.3.2. V a l u e o u t s i d e C o n s t r a i n t s
A change in a type may strengthen a constraint
resulting in refinement of a property or operation, or it
may relax a constraint resulting in enrichment. Errors
which occur in a program's use of an object after the
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constraints defined by its type have been modified may
be categorized as a reader's problem or a writer's problem.
3.3.2.1.

The Reader's Problem

A reader's problem may occur when a property
value is read from an object. When a type change
strengthens a constraint, the domain of values a property may assume becomes narrower; a program written
according to the new type definition may read an unknown value from the property of an object created
before the constraint change. Conversely. when a
constraint is relaxed, the domain becomes wider; an old
program may read an unknown value from an object
created from the new type definition.
3.3.2.2. T h e W r i t e r ' s P r o b l e m
A writer's problem may occur when a property
value is written to an object. If a constraint is relaxed
by a type change, programs using the new type
definition may a t t e m p t to write an illegal value to an
object created before the change. Conversely, if the
constraint is strengthened, old programs applied to new
objects fail if they a t t e m p t to write a value which is
outside the new domain. For example, reader's and
writer's problems may occur if the constraint on the
color property in the type Car is strengthened (Fig. 6).
A writer's problem may also result from an objeet's
use in a program t h a t expects an instance of one of the
object's supertypes, when the type of the object has
refined a property or operation originally defined by the
supertype. The situation is analogous to the application
of an old program to a newly created Instance of a type
whose recent change involved a strengthening of constraints. In both cases the program expects a wider
domain than t h a t defined by the type of the object. A
difference between the c u e s , though, is t h a t refinement
by a subtype will not result In a reader's problem since
an object is never used in place of an object of a subtype.
4. T h e P r o p o s e d S o l u t i o n
The foregoing discussion suggests t h a t there are two
groups of database objects t h a t are affected when a type
definition is changed. Objects of the type and its subtypes are dependent on the type definition for their
implementation and interpretation. Objects such as
application programs t h a t use objects of the type and
its supertypes are dependent on the interface defined by
the type. Any solution to the problem of changing types
necessarily includes provisions for both groups of dependent objects.
4.1. S o l u t i o n f o r I n s t a n c e s
If a type is changed then in order for instances in
the database to remain meaningful, either the instances
must be coerced to the new definition or a new version
of the type must be created, leaving the old version
intact.
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4.1.1. C o e r c i o n
The system provides an operation defined by Type
that converts an instance of one type into that of
another. The operation

convert (ncw..typc : Types, instance : Entities)
returns insMnce as an object of hera_type after any
reconfiguration necessitated by a different set of properties or supertypes.
Coercion as the sole mechanism for dealing with
type definition changes is limited and has several disadvantages. During the reconflgurstion of instances, properties and the information they contain are discarded if
not present in the new type. Values for properties
which are defined in the new type may not be available
for instances of the old type. Indeed, the properties
themselves may be meaningless in old instances. Furthermore, the use of coercion alone is not extenslble to the
problem of dealing with programs that use objects of the
type. The new type bears no connection to the old type,
and their instances are not interchangeable.
4.1.2. V e r s i o n s
A more flexible mechanism for dealing with type
definition changes is the version set. A version set is an
ordered collection of all incarnations of a particular
object. A version set is initialized with the first
definition of a type, is expanded by a new version with
each modification of the type, and is terminated when
the type is deleted. Depending on the semantics of the
operation dclcte..typc, the version set may be removed
from the database (i.e. delete type and all its instances)
or merely rendered non-modifiable and non-instantiable
(i.e. delete type only). Type versions are treated analogously by the operation dclcte-type-.version.
Type
definitions must remain in the database as long as their
instances do.
Operations for version sets support random or
sequential access of their version members; one member
of each set is distinguished as current-wrsion. A new
curren~version is added to a type's version set when the
type is modified. Modification of a type involves choosing a non-deleted version, creating a new version from
the chosen version, and adding the new version to the
version set. New versions of subtypes of the chosen version are created automatically and are added to their
respective version sets; new versions of subtypes differ
from old only by virtue of the supertype version referenced. All versions of a type remain instantiable and
modifiable until deleted. The linear order of versions
within the set is established chronologically, although
the version(s) from which a version was derived may also
be retrieved.
An object is bound throughout its llfe to a single
version of a type; its properties and operations are
defined by that one particular version of its type. When
a type is iastantiated, the user may specify a version or
choose the default, current-version.
Coercion may be treed in conjunction with version

•~
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sets to manage type definition changes. It may be desirable to convert instances of one version into those of
another version of the same type. For example, a property which is added to a type may be relevant to
instances of older versions of the type; instances of those
versions may be explicitly updated with the new property by converting them into instances of the new version.
4.2. S o l u t i o n for U s e r s of I n s t a n c e s
Interobject errors which occur during a program's
use of a changed type's object may be detected by either
the program or the object. For example, when a program references a property or operation undefined in the
object or when a program supplies a value to the object
which is outside a constrained domain, the object
detects the error. On the other hand, if an object
returns a value which is outside the domain expected by
the program, only the program can detect the error. In
both cases, the errors occur because every object is
strictly bound to a single version of its type. Moreover,
different versions of the same type may define different
interfaces for objects. If an abstraction of the interface
defined by a type over time were available an object
could be used as though it were bound to the type
rather than to a single version of the type. As a result,
objects of different versions of the same type could be
used interchangeably by programs, provided names of
properties and operations were unique and constant
acro6s all versions of the type.
As a solution we propose a version set inter/ace with
an error handling mechanism for interobject errors
detected by objects of the changed type.
4.2.1. V e r s i o n S e t I n t e r f a c e
Conceptually, the version set interface of a type is
an inclusive summary of all the type's versions. Every
property and operation ever defined by a version of the
type and every value ever declared valid for properties
and operation parameters are represented in the interface. Properties and operations which do not appear in
the interface are not valid on any version of the type.
Similarly, values which are outside domains defined by
the interface are not valid for any version.
More formally, a function F is associated with the
version set interface which is a disjunction of functions,
each of which describes a version in the set. Each version function is the conjunction of function: associated
with the properties, operations, and constraints defined
by the version. We may define the interface function for
type T as follows:

rT~tu,(o) : /T~l,,,,(cr) V fr~l,,0~(a) V "" V / r ~ , . , . ( o ) ,
where fTcta~.,(a) is the functional description of the class
defined by the ith version of type T. FTct,u(a) thus
describes the ~et of all objects that are of type T.
A version set interface is initialized to a description
of the first version of a type. Subsequently the interface
is modified whenever a new type version defines a pro-
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perry or operation that's not defined on other versions or
that relaxes a constraint on the domain of a property or
operation. Modification of the interface includes adding
the new version function as a disjunct to the existing
interface function. Because the interface represents the
union of properties and operations defined by all versions of the type, where each is represented with its
least constrained domain, modification of the tnterface
does not occur when a new version strengthens a constraint or removes a property or operation.
The significance of the version set interface is that
it establishes a standard interface for all instances of a
type, regardless of their version. If a program which
reads values from objects sets the expected domains to
be those defined by the version set interface rather than
the (possibly narrower) domains defined by a single version, the program will not fall on reading from an object
of any version of the type. Similarly, if a type version
were to carry definitions for all properties and operations in the interface and were to consider legal all
values defined in the interface, errors such as the
writer's problem and undefined property would not occur
when its instances were used. However, a greater level
of discrimination is usually necessary in programs and in
versions of types, and therefore errors may result from
the difference between the version set interface and the
interface defined by a single version of a type. The following two mechanisms provide a sieve wherein certain
error conditions may be caught and diverted.
4.2.2. S o l u t i o n for R e a d e r s
When a new version of a type defines a less constrained domain for a property than that presently
defined by the version set interface, the interface is
modified and tlmestamped. In such a case, instances of
the new version may contain values outside the previously defined domain, and programs which had successfully manipulated objects of all versions of the type may
fail on reading values from instances of the new version.

Since they are a symmetric concept, we wlil not go into
any more detail here. For simplicity, the rest of the
examples will not refer to the read handlers.

4.2.3. Error Conditions a n d H a n d l e r s
An error condition is raised by an object when a
program attempts to write a value to the object which is
outside the defined domain or when a program references an undefined property or operation. The error conditions are invalid and undefined, respectively; handlers
may be included in a type definition for both cases.
The use and substance of error handlers may be
explained by first envisioning a comparison between the
version set interface and the interface defined by a single version of a type. We attempt to establish a point
to point connection between the two interfaces for each
domain value of the properties and operations defined in
the version set interface (Fig. 7). Each connector
represents the means by which the value is read from or
written to an object of the version. Connectors which
are not fixed at the single version interface correspond
to undefined or invalid error conditions which occur
when use of the connector by a program is attempted.
Error handlers may be defined with which loose connectors may be affixed to a single version interface.
Handlers may consist of an executable routine or merely
a more complete error diagnost!c. They are evaluated in
the same lexical scope as the operation code for the type
on which they're defined.
The handlers required by a new type version over
and above those required by the preceding version
correspond to properties and operations that have been
removed and domain values that are no longer considered valid by the new version. On the other hand,
the definition o f a new version may entail the addition

Version Set Interface of Tgpe T

In order to cope with this problem, we define an
additional set of handlers on each type. These handlers
will attempt to resolve the case in which a program tries
to read a value from an instance of the type, and that
type might provide a value that, the program was not
expecting.
We define two version set interfaces, one which is
the union of all defined behavior, as before, and a new
one that is the intersection of behavior defined on all
types. We will call the first interface, the union inter/ace and the second the intersection inter/ace. The
intersection interface represents the most constrained
type. All versions of the type support this behavior.
The new set of handlers for a type version T are
defined for all values that are defined for T but that are
not in the intersection interface. That is, there is a
handler for any piece of behavior of T that is not
defined everywhere.
The use of these read handlers is very similar to
that of the write handlers that were defined previously.
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T2
Version Interfaces

l q g m ' o T. The eorreepondence between the venflon set
interface of type T and the Interfaces defined by two
versions. The interface p o l n ~ marked by a square ( n )
represent constraints on three properties or operations
defined by the type.
of error handlers to former versions for a n y properties,
operations, and domain values Introduced by the new
version. T h a t is, if the version set Interface Is modified
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by the definition of a new version, error handlers will be
required by former version- of the type.
The reader will remember t h a t objects inherit the
behavior defined by their supertypea. Further, a type
may reline the inherited behavior. As a logical extension
of this notion, error handlers are Inherited as well, and
they may be refined. Consequently, handlers resulting
from a change in a type need be specified only for versions of the type. Subtypes either Inherit a handler as
is, or they m a y refine it. An exception occurs, however,
when • new type is defined with subtypes or when •
type with subtypes is deleted. The properties, operations, and domain values defined by s new type are not.
defined In existing versions of its subtypes. As a result,
handlers are required by existing versions of the type's
immediate subtypes, and the type becomes an auz~//e~
n ~ e r t v p e of these versions. A type inherits only error
handlers from its auxiliary supertypes. When a type
with subtypes is deleted, its properties and operations
may either be transferred to subtypes or be replaced in
subtypes by error handlers. The type becomes an auxilIary supertype for new subtype versions.
5. A n E x a m p l e
We will consider a small world of vehicles as an
example domain. The properties defined by types in our
example are reduced to a minimum so as to more clearly
illustrate the ways in which the types are changed.
Operations will include only those implicitly defined for
reading and writing properties, named by the system as
read-propname and write...propname.
We begin with the type Vehicle and three subtypes:
Boeing aircraft, Honda automobiles, and Chevy automobiles. Vehicles have a single property, hum-wheels
which Is drawn from the set of natural numbers. Hondas
and chevys each refine the num_wheels property with
the constraint that its value be four, and define a color
property; the classes Chevyeolors and Hondaeolors arc
distinct and non-overlapplng. In addition, chevys have
a carpetcolor property (Fig. 8). Versions of types and
classes arc explicit in a type definition; a new version of
a type's class results only from the generation of a new
version of the type. A type version may specify only one
version of each of its supertypes. In contrast, several
versions of a subtype may specify the same type version
as a supertype.
Because of the similarity between hondas and
ehevys a generalization, Car, is defined as a supertype.
The definition of a new type is allowed by the system
only if the class of the new type is contained by those of
its supertypes and contains those of its subtypes. Following the definition of a new type, a version set and
interface are created and initialized with the version;
the interface is timestamped. If the new type defines
properties and operations, they are added to the version
set interface of each subtype. Moreover, error handlers
are added to existing versions of subtypes for the new
properties and operations, and the type becomes an auxiliary supertype of those versions. A new version of each
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subtype is created. In our example, the new type Car
assumes the refinement of hum-wheels and defines a
generalization of the color property. Honda and Chevy
now refine the color property. The type Car has not as
yet added any new properties to objects of its subtypes;
its definition merely constitutes a reorganization of the
type-lattice. The type Vehicle is modified by adding Car
as a subtype; a new version of Vehicle is not created
(Fig. 9).
The type Car is subsequently modified with the
addition of two properties, epa_mpg and fuel. When
properties and operations are added to a type, error
handlers are added to existing versions of the type and
the version set interface is updated. New versions are
made of the type and its subtypes; version set interfaces
of subtypes are updated. In our example, the property
object for fuel may assume the values leaded or nolead;
epa_mpg is a mileage value drawn from the set of
natural numbers. Cars created before epa_mpg ratings
will not have a value for epa..mpg; an error handler can
do nothing more than return an error if the property is
referenced. In contrast, it may be the case t h a t before
the fuel property was introduced, all cars burned leaded
fuel. When the fuel property is read from an old object
an error handler may return leaded; when written, a
handler may return valid for a value of leaded and
invalid for nolead.
The type Car is then modified by deleting the fuel
property. When properties and operations are deleted, a
new version of the type is created which contains error
handlers for deleted properties and operations. New
versions of the type's subtypes are created, and any
refinements of the deleted properties and operations are
removed from the new versions. In our example all cars
now burn unleaded fuel, and the new version of Car
receives appropriate error handlers (Fig. 10).
Changing a type by relaxing or strengthening a constraint on a property or operation results in a new version of the type, provided the class of the type is still
contained by those of its supertypes and still contains
those of its subtypes. If the constraint is relaxed the
version set interface of the type is updated and timestamped. Error handlers are added to former versions of
the type for those domain values defined by the new
version but not by former versions. New versions of the
type's subtypes are created; if a subtype doesn't define a
refinement of the property or operation an update and
timestamp is made to its version set interface. On the
other hand, if the constraint is strengthened error
handlers are added to the new version for domain values
which arc no longer valid. New versions of the type's
subtypes are created. The constraints defined by our
example type Car may be strengthened by changing the
set from which color is drawn from Colors to Careoiors
and for epa_mpg from Naturals to a set ranging from 20
to 50, where 20 may be interpreted as < - - 20 and 50 as
) - - 50. We may include an error handler in the new
version for epa_mpg but not for the color property. The
handler for epa_mpg enters reasonable values which are
outside the defined domain (e.g. within 10 mpg of the
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range limits) as either 20 or 50 and returns an error for
others (Fig. 11).3
We

may

consider an

example

program

called

car_task (car : Cars) which manipulates car objects.
The domains of the variables in car-task 0 match those
defined by Car4, a version that is the same as Car s
except for a refinement of the color property from Colors
to Carcolors. Figure 12 illustrates the results of executing the program on objects of different versions of Car.
On receivin~ an error return from the object (i.e.
,ndefined, invalid), the program may invoke an error
handling routine of its own.
Finally, the type Chevy has been deleted from our
example, leaving Honda as the only remaining subtype
of Car. In this case, the type-lattlce may be collapsed
by deleting Car. When a type is deleted it remains in
the database as long as its instances do, but it becomes
non-modlfiable and non-instantiable. New versions of its
subtypes are created with the deleted type serving as an
auxiliary supertype. If the deleted type refined properties and operations originally defined by its supertype,
the refinements are moved to the new version of each
subtype unless the subtype already refines the property
or operation.
If subtypes refine properties and
operations originally defined by the deleted type, the
refinements arc removed from the new versions. Error
handlers are added to the new subtype versions for the
deleted properties and operations. In our example,
Honda re-acqulres the refinement of num_wheels and
defines an error handler for the property epa-mpg; all
hondas have a mileage _ 50 (Fig. 13).
A change omitted from our example is the movement of a type within the type-lattlce. We may, however, describe the change in terms of previously discussed changes. Movement within the type-lattice
corresponds to removing former supertypes and adding
n e w supertypes. Thus for each former supertype the
type changes as though the supertype had been deleted;
for each new supertype the type changes as though the
supertype had been added.
6.

Conclusions

We have presented a model for management of
change in type definitions. Two groups of objects are
affected by a change in a type: "objects of the type and
its subtypes and program objects which use objects of
the type and its supertypes. As a solution for the
former group we propose a version set mechanism
wherein changes in a type result in new versions of the
type and its subtypes. An instance remains bound to a
particular version of its type unless explicitly coerced
into another version. Properties, operations, and domain
values defined on an object consist solely of those
defined by the specific versions of the type and supertypes of which the object is an instance.
SAJthough we have generated two versions of Car in this example, multiple constraints may be changed at the same time so that
only a single new version results.
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The mechanisms proposed for the latter group of
objects facilitate the interehangeability of instances of
different versions of the same type, and use an abstraction of a type over time, the version set interface. The
interface represents the union of properties, operations,
and domain values defined by all the versions of a type.
The problem here is manifest as interobject errors which
occur when program objects use objects of a type which
has been changed. Errors may be detected by the program when it reads an unexpected value from an object.
Alternatively, errors may be detected by the object
when the vrogram refers to an undefined property or
operation or when the program attempts to write a
value to an object which is outside a defined domain.
For errors detected by objects of the changed type we
propose a mechanism wherein error handlers may be
added to versions of a type for properties, operations,
and domain values defined in the version set interface
but not in the interface defined by the version.
Finally, we presented a constraint language with
which classes may be described as Boolean functions
that test membership in the class. The class defined by
a type version is described by the conjunction of the
functions associated with the properties, operations, and
interproperty constraints defined by the version. The
class defined by a type version set is described by the
disjunction of functions associated with its version
members. The functional description of a type version's
class enables the system to disallow the definition of a
new version whose class is not contained by the classes
of its supertypes or does not contain those of its subtypes. The functional description of a type version set
enables the system to describe the set of properties,
operations, and domain values t h a t are defined in the
version set interface but not in the interface defined by
a version; the version may then define error handlers to
cover t h a t set.
The proposed model provides a systematic method
for changing type definitions such t h a t minimal impact
is felt by objects which are dependent o n ' t h e type. The
system has some limitations in its ability to divert
interobjeet errors primarily because we have adopted an
unrestricted view of changes in type definitions. It may
not be possible for a program object to accept as valid
all domain values defined for an object by its type, or
for a type to define error handlers to cover all changes
in properties, operations, and domain values. It may be
simply meaningless to consider some properties defined
on one version as extensible to another. Changes in
types may be as radical as the conversion of a frog to a
prince, with very few characteristics common between
two arbitrary versions of a type. In general, though, we
feel t h a t most courses of development will involve relatively minor alterations in type definitions, and for these
the model provides support.
The modification of an arbitrary type*lattice could
become quite complex. For this reason, a system is
currently under development to assist type designers in
definition and modification of types. We envision the
facilities of the type designer's workbench to include a
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syntax for definition and for change (e.g. operations such
as merging or splitting types or moving properties from
one type to another as demonstrated in our example
during the creation and deletion of the type Car) and a
disambiguation scheme for property and operation
names (e.g. when a type is moved moved from one location in the type-lattice to another a name conflict occurs
if the names of properties and operations defined by
former supertypes are the same as those defined by new
supertypes.
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Tvoe Definif~]~
define t y p e Chevy
define t y p e Car
p r o p e r t y definitions
p r o p e r t y definitions
refine color as
color : Colors
color : Chevycolorst
o p e r a t i o n definitions
earpetcolor : Chevyeolors:|
readcolor (car : Cars, result : Colors)
o p e r a t i o n dbfinitions
supertypes
refine readeolor as
Entity
readeolor (car : Chevys, result : Chevycolors)t
subtypes
readcarpetcolor
Chevy
(car : Chevys, result : Chevycolors)~
supertypes
Car
subtypes

Figure 3. A type and its supertype, where the type has both refined (~) and added to (~) the properties and operations defined by the supertype.

Tvne Defls~i~?~
define t y p e Chevy
p r o p e r t y definitions
refine color as
color : {type(color) -- Color A (value(color) -- blue V w l u e ( c o i o r ) -- red)}t
carpetcolor : {type(color) -- Color A (value(color) -- blue V value(color) ,= red)}t
o p e r a t i o n definitions

constraints

{chet~.color -- chet~.carpetcolor }t
supertypes
Car
subtypes

Figure 4. Type definitions may constrain the domain of a property by declaring a Boolean function rather than a class name (t)- Interproperty constraints may be aho declared in a type
definition (~).
Tyoe Definition
define t y p e Car
p r o p e r t y definitions
color : Colors
epa_mpg : Naturals
o p e r a t i o n definitions

supertypes
Entity
subtypes
Chevy

Undefned Proner~¥
compare_cars (el : Cars, c2 : Cars)
ml, m2 : Naturals

ml :=. cl.eps-mpg
m2 :,- c2.epa_mpg

Figure 5. The type Car is changed by adding the property epa-mpg. The function compare-cars
will fail if either of the cars passed as arguments was created before Car was changed.
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Type Definition
d e f i n e t y p e Car
property definitions
i
color : Carcolors
epa_mpg : Naturals
operation definitions

~ I d e r ' s Problem

W r i t e r ' s Problepl

copy_car-description (c : Cars)
color : Carcolors
m : Naturals

p a i n t - c a r (c : Cars, p : Colors)

c.color :=- p

supertypes
Entity
subtypes
Chevy

color :m c.color
m :-- c.epa-mpg

F i g u r e 6. The type Car is changed by strengthening the constraint on the color property from
Colors to Carcolors, a subclass of Colors. Programs written after the change may experience a
reader's problem if their object arguments were created before the change. Programs written before
the change may experience a writer's problem with newly created object arguments.

d e f i n e t y p e Vehicle l
property definitions
num-wheels : Naturals l
supertypes
Entity l
subtypes
Boeing, Honda, Chevy

Tvve Definitions
d e f i n e t y p e Honda l
property definitions
r e f i n e num-wheels a s
num-wheels : 4
color : Hondacolorsl
supertypes
Vehicle l
subtypes

d e f i n e t y p e Chevy I
property definitions
r e f i n e hum-wheels a s
num-wheels : 4
color : Chevycolors I
carpetcolor : Chevycolors I
supertypes
Vehicle l
subtypes

F i g u r e 8. Type definitions for the first versions of Vehicle, Honda, and Chevy.

define type Car l
property definitions
r e f i n e num_wheels a s
num-wheeis : 4
color : Colors I
supertypes
Vehiclel
subtypes
Honda, Chevy

Tvve Definitions
d e f i n e t y p e Chevy l
property definitions
refine num wheels a s
num-wheels : 4
color : Chevycolors l
carpetcolor : Chevycolors l
supertypes
Vehicle I
auxiliary supertypes
Carl
subtypes

d e f i n e t y p e Chevy 2
property definitions
r e f i n e color a s
color : Chevycolors l
carpetcolor : Chevycolors !
supertypes
Car l
subtypes

F i g u r e 9. Type definitions for Car and two versions of Chevy.
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II

II

' d e f i n e t y p e Car 1
property definitions
r e f i n e hum-wheels a s
hum-wheels : 4
color : Colors I
handlers
f o r u n d e f i n e d read-fuel
return leaded
f o r u n d e f i n e d write-fuel
if value(fuel) -- leaded
return valid
else return invalid
aupertypes
Vehicle !
subtypes
Honda, Chevy

Tyoe Definitions
d e f i n e t y p e Car~
property definitions
refine num_wheeis a s
num_wheels : 4
color : Colors 1
eps_mpg : Naturals I
fuel : Fueitypes l
supertypes
Vehicle l
subtyl~s
Honda, Chevy

I

d e f i n e t y p e Car s
property definitions
r e f i n e qum..wheels a s
hUm-wheels : 4
color : Colors1
epa..mpg : Naturals 1
handlers
f o r u n d e f i n e d read..fuel
return nolead
f o r u n d e f i n e d write_fuel
if value(fuel) -- nolead
return valid
else return invalid
supertypes
Vehicle1
subtypes
Honda, Chevy

F i g u r e . 10. The versions of Car resulting from a sequence of first adding the properties epa.mpg
and fuel and then removing fuel.

TYoe Definition

I

II

define type cars
property definitions
refine num-wheek as
num-wheels : 4
color : Carcolom l

epa..mps : {tyve( eva-mvg ) - N a : e r ~ ^ v~ee(evLmVg ) >_ ~0 ^ ~:.e(eva-mvg ) <_ SO}
handlers
f o r u n d e f i n e d read_fuel
return nolead
f o r u n d e f i n e d write-fuel
if value(fuel) -- nolead
return valid
else return Invalid
f o r I n v a l i d wHte..epl r a p s
If value(epa.mpg) ~ 20 A value(epa..mpg) ~ I0
csr.epa_mpg :== 20
else if value(epa-mpg) > 50 A value(epa..mpg) ~ 60
car.epa..mpg :,= 50
else return invalid
supertypes
Vehicle i
subtypes
Honda, Chevy
F i g u r e 11. The version of Car resulting from strengthening constraints first on the property color
and then on epa_mpg.
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Program

Object Response
car?
cars

car I

carz

car.~

car_tnsk (car : Cars)
fuel : Fueltypes
cc : Carcolors
mpg : Naturals
n u m : Naturals
fuel :-- car.fuel
ec :-= car.color
if cc -- red
mpg :== 5
ear.epa-mpg :== mpg
else
raps :-- 55
ear.epa-mpg :== mpg
num :-- 1
car.num-wheels :m num

leaded
colort

leaded/nolead
colort

nolead
colort

nolead
carcolor

nolead
carcolor

undefined

valid

valid

valid

invalid

undefined

valid

valid

valid

valld~

invalid

invalid

invalid

invalid

invalid

F i g u r e 12. The program c a r - t ~ k 0 as executed on objects of different versions of Car. ~value may
be outside the class Careolors. ~car.epa_mpg actually receives the value 50.

Tvne Definitions
I define t y p e Honda 7
define t y p e Honda e
property definitions
property definitions
r e f i n e color as
refine num-wheels as
hum_wheels : 4
color : Hondacolors l
color : Hondacolors !
supertypas
handlers
Car s
for u n d e f i n e d read-epa_mpg
subtypes
return 50
for u n d e f i n e d write-epa-mpg
if value(epa_mpg) ~ 50
return valid
else return invalid
aupertypas
Vehicle t
auxiliary supertypas
Cars
subtypes

F i g u r e 13. Two versions of Honda ilhmtratlng the effect of removing the supertype Car.
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